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'FOREWORD
This report was prepared—by McDonnel-1 -Aircra-ft— Gompany-
(MCAIR), St. Louis.,._ Missourj^,_for theL Lang ley Research Center of •
the National Aeronautics and Space -Admi-n-i-s-trati-on-; The—objecti-ve'
of this program was to add to the existing technology base for!
active cooling of - hypersonic- aircraft-structure -by—assessing—a
large capacity heat pump concept, a unique method of increasing
the amount of hydrogen heat sink ;ava-i-l-ab-l-e- for -struetura-1—coo-l-ing-.-.
The program was conducted in' accordance with NASA RFP 1-05- * / _f , -.
\ \ I
3734 .0128 and -McDonnel-r'-s-Technlcal—Pr opO'sa±7—MDC-A-4-75-5-. —Custom-'
ary units were used in perfo'rming the engineering analyses dis'cus-
sed~herein. Study—results^were donverted^to—the—Internat±ona-l-j
TVSystem of ..Units. _(.Si)._fpr.__thel_fi.nal report.
- Mr. -Ralph-I/—Her ring- was—the MCA-PR—Program—ManagerT"wi-th-r
Mr. .LaVerne _L.. P_agel._as._P_ri.ricip.al Investigator.
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SUMMARY
A detailed -study was conducted—to conceptual-ly—design—andL
evaluate the use. of a large capacity heat pump as a means of in-
creasing the amount of hydrogen heat—sink avarrab±e—for—active;
cooling of hypersonic aircra'ft structure. Specific objectives'
of this program were: •
(a) Eyaluate _.fea_sjLbi_li_ty__of usinjg..a _hea_t_ pump concept to
enhance active cool±ng,;
(b) Assess the _ advantages or ,disadvantages_o.f_using_thisL ___ .
system, relat±ve~tro"~curRenTr~ac~ti~v^ '
.fo.r_al.uminum_air.cr-af-t (thermal ^shielding.)-/— and
( c ) Deter mirie~wKe~tKe'r'7~By" ^ ~ ~ " ~ ~ " ^
the_available__f:uel_heat sink.,_a_bar.e (.unshielded) L_
a'l uminum "hyper sonirc~tr an sp'or "t~~c'an~be~a"c tiverly ~co'oTe'dT"
The.- baseline_air.craf.t_conf iguration_used_througho.ut_the_sLtudy
was "a Mach 6 actively cooled, liquid hydrogen fueled transport
:(eference--l.)-_with. -a_cooledstructural__area_of_2.9-8.0_m __ C3,2
• '2 ! ' 'ft ) and 5 . 9^ Mcp "(T279 0 0~lbm)i"o^ f exte"rria:r~'s'h"i~e"rd±n~gi The~~a"i~rcr.a'f t;
( figure 1) carries—2.0.0—passengers wi-th_a_mission_range—of_9-2.0X)'_km
!_ ^  • ^ ___ j ;
. ( 4968 ~NM)~". "A~~ir~"f rame"~and"~"e~rigine. coo ring requiremerits us"eli~thr"ougK-
out the study- were—obtained—from References _l_and_2—respect ive'lyi.J
j ] : i_
The design philosophy "for use of a heat pump" to "e'rihance ^
active- cooling- of the-_aircraft_st:ructure—is—illustrated_in_f ig- J
t ! i
ure 2 . As sKowhV the~a"irf r"ame ^ struc"ture"~is coo"le"d~vTi~thr a~60/40
mass solution _o.f.- ethylene. -g.ly.c.ol |and_water_ ^The _air.f rame_heat
load Q is transported "b"y""the close"d~loop coorant"system~"and~ j "~.
rejected to the hydrogen—fuel—via the—hydrogen/glycol~heat-ex=
* i ?
changer (Q , ) "arid the fiea~t~;pump ; (Q7)T wrthout a hea"t pump, ex-~
ternal shielding— would-be -required to- limit -the air-frame— heat-
load to a level consistent with the" Hydrogen heat s rnk"avai"lab're"
through direct— heat transfer in the— heat exchanger. — The-heat-
pump rejects heat tcTthe" hydrogen at~t'empefa"tures in"exc~ess~~of"
heat exchanger outlet tempera-ture -T-.-,— thereby increasing— the ----
available heat sink for structural cooling.
36.1 m
(118.35ft)
Primary Characteristics
Mach 6
Actively Cooled Structure
Modified Elliptical Fuselage
Integral Tankage
TOGW =i296.1 Mg (652,800 Ibm)
Range = 19200 km (4^968 NM)
OWE= 187.3 Mg (412,816 Ibm)
wfuel = 108-9 Ma (240,000 Ibm)
Pay load = 21.8 Mg (48,000 Ibm)
(200 Passengers)
21.8m
(71.50ft)
100.1 m
(328.5 ft)
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Study results show that sufficient power can be extracted
from the hydrogen fuel to drive the heat pump and aircraft sub-
systems. An assessment of various heat pump/power extraction
arrangements resulted in selection of a multi-pass condenser de-
sign, where power is extracted from the hydrogen fuel prior to a
subsequent pass through the condenser. This design limits hydro-
gen outlet and hence the condenser temperature to a level consis-
tent with efficient heat pump performance and permits the use of
a conventional refrigerant such as Freon R-ll. Study results
demonstrate that with the aid of a heat pump it is technically
feasible to cool to aluminum temperatures the airframe structure
of an unshielded Mach 6 aircraft. Although the use of a heat
pump (in lieu of external shielding) increases the mass of the
baseline aircraft, spinoff benefits in specific impulse and drag
offset the mass gain such that a small net improvement in air-
craft- performance is realized.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies (references 1, 3, "4," "and" 5) conducted during
the past several-years ha-ve -^assessed—the- potential— bene-f-i-ts—of-
_ _ _ _ _ ___ _i j j .
using the hydrogen fuel" as a heat sink to cool Mach 6 aircraft
structure. Cooling—to -aluminum temperatures—is-of—par-tie ul a r_i-
interest due to the "materials availability, high structural effi-;
ciency, and known long-life -fabrication—characteristics..—_How=i.
§ I ;
ever, due" to the low operating temperature of aluminum, the allow:-
ab-l-e- temperature- rise of the—hydrogen—fuel-'- -(-and—he-nee--i-ts—capja—}
city for structural cooling); is severely restricted. In the pjast^ ,
a portion o-f— the air e ra-f-t—was—s hie Id ed— to—r edue e—s tr-ue-tur-a-1—
!_ _. i
ing requirements to a level Icompatible with the achieveable
hydrogen hea-t- sink.—-A—poten-t-i-al
during the present program, juses
al-ter-na-te—so-l-u-feion-,—i-nvesti-ga-tedi
a large capacity heat pump to,
increase- the- amount—of—hydrogen hea-t— s-i-nk—a-va-i-1-able—for— s-t-r-ue-.
tur al cooli^ng. The_ 3e£[i.gn_philosophy is illustrated by the he;at 1
pump/fuel- system--a-r-rangemeni;—pres'en-ted—i-n-figure -2-. As—shewn-, i
the airframe heat load is absorbed:and transported by the glygol/i
i - ' i :
water coolant -and—re jected—to—the hydrogen—f-ue-1-;—A—por-t-i-on—o-f—feh'e
,load is rejected directly, v,ia the; heat exchanger, raising the
temperature of the— hydrogen—to— trie -va-l-ue-o-f— T^ -i - Add-i-fe-ionai— he,a-t-
sink capacity for "structural cooling~l.s achieved" by us'ing~a he'at ,
pump to reject heat at-higher fuel -temper-a-tures,- aeh-i-ev-ing— a — - -----
hydrogen temperature of T, . _ _ . _ __ _ ____ __
._ _ .£_. ... - _- _-.. .... „.
This program-was— designed— ,to es-tab-1-i-sh— concept— feas-i-b-i-l-i-4y-f—
evaluate advantages |of; disadvantages relative to the baseline i _
shielded aircraft, -and determine jthe— cooii-ng-capab-i-l-i-ty— of— the' -----
heat pump concept relative to cooling needs of a bare aluminum
i i I
aircraft. Three heat pump/fuel- system arrangements—were—ana-lyzed
in selecting a preferred concept. AJLso, detailed schematics of
the fuel/coolant system -were-derived-for-the—baseiine—a-i-rc-raft>—
_ ! . i
a bare aluminum heat pump configured aircraft,_ and__an_advajice<i
aircraft with a 25%- improvement in -lift-to-drag—rat-io-;—-Power-1—-,.
_: i .__ , [_
extraction, heat pump, fuel system, auxiliary power system, arid
coolant system .components were sized^ and the resultant mass of
the heat pump configured aircraft compared-to—the^baseline. In—
,addition to aircraft mass comparisons, drag and specific impulse.
adjustments were-determined—and used—in computing-aircraft per-
formance. i ' !| i i
Study results and -conciusions are" drscussed—in~the—'body—o,f—!
the report; analysis methods used are presented in the Appendix.
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^BASELINE AIRCRAFT CHARACjrERISTICS
The Beference~l~Mach~6™transport -presented^in~ figure ~l~
serves .as the_basis_ f or_ c.onducting_this_ program. _ As_sho.wri., _ the_ ;
baseline aircraf t~rs~a~ctive~ly~~coored~; empToyin~g~tlTermalr~shi~el~d=^
ing ( exter na 1 _.TPS.) _ to_r.e.duce_the aerodynamic heat load to a I 'J
 '
1 e ve 1 that i s— coitiparti bl"e~w ith~ the "am'o un"t~crf ~hy dr~ogen~f uel~~h:e~at
sink available_for_struetural_cooling. The_aircraft_is_sized
i ! . " i '
to carry 200 passengers~~~(~2~l;T77 Mg;—4"8yO00 ~rbm"pay~road")—a~drstance
of 9200 km (496-8^NM)l '. j \ !
Per'tineht aerodynamic ,j therm9dynamic, and propulsive char-
acteristics -f or—the-baselirie—a'ircraf t-~are—sunuriarized-4in_tablei.j
_l ; ~^~1 1
As sh'own, the" baseline airframe-?heat load (shielded
-is- approximately— 52.%_of_that_exper.ienced_by_a-bar.e_aluminum _ 1
ESTgine cooling requi r ements and~"fuel system pre"s~snre"S;
-used— throughout— the_s.tudy_a're— for '-a-Mach_6_ Airframe^Integrate'd
Sclraifrj"e"tr as~^resented~Tfir reference s~2~and~6~. 'The maximum
-able-hydrogen—f-uel—tempera-tiur-e1 (114.4—K.;—2060—-R)—was—selected-
bas^ed~"orr"resurts of~the" reference r3
-A-schema-t-i-G—noting—opera-ting -cha-rac-ter-i-s-t-ics-of—the—f-uel1-/—-;
. *
 v
 i _;. Y*. —— . ' -i
coolant system for the baselinesaircraft is presented in figure i
3. As- shown,- the-hyd-rogen-J-fuel is-heated—to-6-9-9-K—(-1258—°R.) !
• ^ j_
 i - i !
in satisfying airframe, subsystem> and engine cooling require- "j
ment s S i-nce --this—rep-res e-n-ts-bn ly—appr-oximate ly—6 0-%—o f—the—| [
maximum alTowable" temperature rise of the "hydrogen fuel, the
potential -for addi-tiona-1—cool-ing and—hence—the—possibility—of—
reducing ~th~er~ma~r~sh~ie"Td~ing jrequirements is esTablTshedl Power
to drive ai-rera-ft--s-ubsy-s-tems—is i supplied-by- a —liquid—hydrogen-/—
oxygen burning auxiliary power system (APS).
I
Study Elements Characteristics
1. Baseline Aircraft
2. Design Point
3. Airframe Cooling
4. Engine Cooling
5. Fuel System Pressures
6. Hydrogen Fuel
• Mach 6 Hydrogen Fueled Transport
• TOGW = 296.1 Mg (652,800 Ibm)
• Range = 9,200 km (4,968 NM)
• Mach 6 Cruise at 31.4 km (103,500 ft)
• Dynamic Pressure = 23.9 kPa (500 psf)
• Cruise L/D = 4.66
• 2,985 m2 (32,134 ft2) of Actively Cooled Aluminum Structure at
an Average Temperature of 367 K (200°F)
• 5.85 Mg (12,900 Ibm) of Shielding (External TPS)
• *Airframe Heat Load, 65 = 47.4 MW (4.5 x 104 Btu/sec) 52%
of Airframe Heat Load Experienced by Bare Aluminum Aircraft
• QE = 84.7 MW (8.03 x 104 Btu/sec)
• Engine Fuel Flow Rate, m f = 13.6 k g/s (30 Ibm/sec)
• 4.83 MPa (700 psia) Minimum at Engine Fuel Injectors
• Total Pressure Drop of 2.07 MPa 1300 psi) ..'."". 0.34 MPa
(50 psi) Drop in Fuel System and 1.72 MPa (250 psi) Drop inj
Engine Cooling Circuit.
• Tank Conditions
T=21 K (37°R)
1
 P = 0.14 MPa (20 psia)
• Maximum Allowable Temperature of 1,144 K (2,060°R)
'Airframe heat load matched to hydrogen fuel available for structural cooling (see page 65 of Reference 1).
10
H cT-E
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POWER EXTRACTION
Analyses were performed to determine the^amount—of~shaft
power that .could be _extracted_from_ the _baseline_air.craft_!_s <_
hydrogen fuel systenr to "be ;used in "driving a "large~~capacrtyj~
heat pump. Analyses.,were performed .assuming__ppwer_ex.triacJtiQnl '•
both upstream (Option A) and downstream (Option~B)of~the~engine
cooling circuit as. illustrated in figure 4. At_the_ups_tr_eamJ :
location (Option A) the'hydrogen fuel i's "at"a~re±ative~ly~row"~^  ~,
energy state (Tj. .=_ 2.73K;_-492—R) ,and_for a. given_power_o.utp.utJ i
requires a "'large' ~p~re~s~sure~dfop across "the~^turbine7 an"d~h"igh~fuelj
pressures- The—excess—power—(.turbine._o.utput-.minus—f.uel_and
coolant pump" re"q"ui"r"eTnerrts")"
with increasing-^uel-press.ure—up tO-,-a_maximum_of_8.._4_MW (.1 l.,-2:.0.0_j
HP) at a "fu"er~"pres"sure~d"f~"3"4T5' MPa~("5"000~ps"ia)"l A"1T~lrigHer~~fuel~i
^pressures , the—excess—power'—av.ai lable_to_dr.i-ve_a_heat_p.ump_de'= .
creases because "the increment in fuel pump requirements now ex-
. ceeds the increment—in_powe'r_turbine_output.
Figure 4 "also shows thaTt, for the same fuel" pressure, four
to -six. times—as-much-excess—power -is—available-by— extracting-
d6wnstreanr~(Optron^B") "rather than upstream COp"tion A") of"~tHe~
engine cooling circuit.- -Extracting— power- -downs-tream-of— the — ! -- '
__ _ __ _l _ ;_ __ _ _ _ ______ I '
engine cooling circuit was [therefore selected "as the preferred" "'
option to ensure an -adequate—power— supply- for— driving— the— hea't -
pump, and to minimize "f uel lp"ress,ures . ~ j~"
Character is tics-of— a-representative-hydrogen-turbine_wi-^h —
a power 6utput"~'of~"2"2"r4~MW~T3"0"7'OpO fHP"}~~are"preseiite"d ~i"n"
Turbine characteristics - were -de tier-mined (see Appendix)— w-i-th— the-
_^ _ : _ _ _ " _ __ __ _ ^________ ___ L
aid of references 7 "through" 9~. " ~ -- - _ -|-
13
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(30JpO
Hydrogen i
H*
Gas
NS
Flow Conditions!
• mH = 13.6 kg/s (30 Ibm/sec)
PR = 2.43 1
P! = 11.72MPa(1700PSIA)j
TI = 722K(1300°R) I
P2 = 4.83 MPa (700 PSIA) I
T2 = 610K(1098°R) I
Turbine Characteristics!
Turbine Type Axial
No. of Stages .'... 3
Power Output 22.4 MW (30,000 hp)|
Wheel Diameter, D 48.5 cm (19.1 in.)
Turbine Speed, N , (24,000 rpm)
Tip Speed, VT , 610 m/s (2000 ft/sec)
Weight (Turbine Assembly) 200J<g (440 Ibrn)
Volume (Turbine Assembly) 0.15 mP (5.2 ft3) i
15
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HEAT PUMP ANALYSES
Three heat^pump—concepts—were—evaluated—and—are—drscussed~
in the follo_w.ing_s.ec_tions._!___ L_
Concept 1 ^ A schematic -and analysis-resul-ts—for-the~Conx2ept7l-
heat pump/jEuel syst^m_aj:r_angement are presented in table 3. This"
concept employs a~ cascaded heat ipump~driven~~by~~a~power~turbine
located downstream of Jthe engine' cPAling__c.ircuit_. As_shQwn,/_
i I ' !
the approach significantly ienhances"~active~coo±in"g""capab"i~lrtyj i
but is limited to _an airf rame_heat-_load_eq.ual_to_approximately :
85% of that^experienced^by~'"a~ bare ^lTM"i!TuW~^±rrcfa"f"IT; Increastingl
the- heat-load beyond-the—85% Ximit—would—exceed—the_maximum ! i
!__ ' | ' i
allowable fuel temperature pf 1144K ( 2 0 6 0 ° R ) and result in ovjer-
'-heating—of—the—engine_Csee_ r.eference _3.)-. A.t_.the_limiting_con'di=,
• i __ | . I '
tion, nine stages of cascading are required to pump heat from i
_an-e-vapor.ator_temper.ature_of—32 8K _(.5.9.0J?.R) ^to_a_condenser_temp= .'
eratureT'of 73TK |(1^15°R); , a spread"^"f some 4"03K |(7250R;n Due"
-to. ,:.the_ high-re f rigera-tion_cycle I temperatures-/_the_last_three
stages requir^e an excftilT~rirffi"gerant such as mercury.
requirement s--were-based— on— ^ the recommendations— of-[Tieference— 10-,—
haifiery , ~a maximum evaporator to ^condenser temperature spread" '
of -56K (100-°-R)- -per -s-tage-arid-a- ilK—(-2-0-?.R-)— temperature-differ^. ---- '
ence for heat transfer beTtweeri stages . Th~e~ large ihc r ea s e^ in :
condenser temper ature-with-increasing—heat-load-reduces- the— coef-
I !
f Icient-6f -per f orrnanTce ~"("CO'P"r~and fesurCsT'in a drama tTc^ 'increase",
in heat pump power requirements and -condenser— load.
Although" it was~'fecogni"zed | th~at~maximum "hydro gen "~f ue "F
erature could be lowered- -(-extending—the-present-operating—limit)-
by extracting power""up"streaiti""of -the^ engine cooling circlTi't^ tnTs
approach was not-pursued. Concept--l--was-eliminated—from—fur-ther
consideration because of the extremely^'complelc "hea'if'p'unip thaft"
would be required-(-nine or more stages of cascading, -exotic^ -;
refrigerants, and large power demands).
Concept -2 -The-shorteomings of Concept -1-- a-re-d-i-rect-1-y—trace--
able to the large increase 'in the temperature of the hydrogen
as it passes through the condenser, resulting i-n—h-igh-hydrogen
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°s
Airframe
Heat Load
(% of QSO)
70
76
81
85
Heat Pump Characteristics
Coeff
of
Perf
7.25
1.81
0.69
0.41
Number
of
Stages
1
2
5
9
Temperatures
Evaporator
(K)
344
337
331
328
(°R)
619
607
596
590
Condenser
(K)
368
430
570
731
(°R)
662
774
1,026
1,315
Load - % of QS
Evaporator
14
22
29
33
Condenser
16
34
71
115
Power
MW
1.2
8.4
30.9
62.6
HP
1,600
1 1 ,200
41,500
83,900
Hydrogen '
Temperature
(K)
782
844
984
1,144
(°R)
1,407
1,519
1,771
2,060
Notes: 1. Qj, airframe heat load
2. Qs , airframe heat load for bare aluminum aircraft equal to 90.7 MW (8.6 x 10 Btu/sec)
3. Number of cascading stages based on an evaporator to condenser spread of 56 K (100°R) per
stage and a 11 K (20°R) temperature difference for heat transfer between stages.
4. Concept limited by maximum allowable hydrogen temperature of 1144 K (2,060°R)
Hydrogen
to
Engine
18
outlet temperatures and hence, high condenser temperatures
(condenser temperature is equal to hydrogen outlet temperature
plus UK; 20°R). These shortcomings can be circumvented by a
multi-pass condenser as illustrated in table 4. With this ap-
proach, power is extracted from the hydrogen fuel stream,
lowering its temperature between passes through the condenser,
thereby limiting hydrogen outlet and condenser temperatures.
Concept 2 heat pump/fuel system characteristics as a func-
tion of coefficient-of-performance are tabulated in table 4.
Note that this concept- can absorb 100% of the bare aluminum
aircraft's airframe heat load. As shown in the table and in
figure 5, the heat pump must be sized to operate at a coefficient-
of-performance of 1.17 (condenser temperature of 454K; 817°R),
such that the- power extracted equals the amount of power required
to drive the heat pump, fuel pump, and aircraft subsystems. At
this condition some 43.6 MW (58,500 HP) of mechanical energy is
extracted from the hydrogen fuel system (48% of airframe heat
load), requiring a maximum fuel pressure of 35.6 MPa (5160 psia)
to satisfy the design condition of a 4.8 MPa (700 psia) minimum
pressure at the engine fuel injectors. As shown in table 4, a
three stage cascaded heat pump is proposed to span the 136K
(244°R) spread between evaporator and condenser temperatures.
Selected Concept - As shown previously (table 4), Concept 2 is
constrained to operate at a coefficient-of-performance of 1.17,
as operation at a higher COP results in power extraction rates
that are in excess of requirements. The selected concept (fig-
ure 6) permits operation at a higher coefficient-of-performance
by utilizing the excess power to drive a hydrogen compressor
downstream of the condenser. Operating at a higher coefficient-
of-perf ormance lowers the condenser temperature and reduces the
size, complexity (cascades), and power requirements of the heat
pump. Adding the hydrogen compressor reduces maximum fuel pres-
sures by approximately a factor of 2 which reduces fuel pump
19
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80 i— 60
Notes: 1. Includes 1.49 MW (2000 hp) allowance for
aircraft subsystems
2. Open symbols - 3 passes
Solid symbols - 4 passes
(c) - Heat pump compressor
(T) & (5) -Power turbines
60
Power Extracted
40
o
o
° 40
o
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20
O1-
Excess Power
350 400 450 500
Tc, Condenser Temperature - K
I I I
650 700 750 800 850
Tc, Condenser Temperature - °R
900
FIGURE 5
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requirements, and fuel system and heat exchanger mass. Since
the present -systern--h-as—no—known iupper —limit— on—the-GGPT—selec-
tion of an. optimum,.jva_l_ue_wpuld require performing a detailed ;
trade study to identi-fy—a—minimum:-mass or -minimum-cost—system;-
such a study was beyond the scope of the present program. For
— —-*•- - ——•* — 1 •*• ] — ~ ~~^ ^ —-*.„.-.— .——.,-._, , .......„,_ .
the selected COP of 4-7—a-single 'stage -heat-pump—and—a—conven-—
tional ..refrigerant.,;. Jfrepn^EKLl, can be used. (This COP was !
selected as a reasonable compromise-between further—decre-asing-
heat. pump .requirements_and_iincreasing, the. numbe.r'..-o.f _.hydrpjgejiJ
'' •
 j
passes"through~ the ^condenserT)
 :As~shown^in "figure 67
ected...con.c.ep.t._r_eg.uir..e.s__f i_v.e_p_ass'es__through jbhe condenser_and_i
four "power turbines". Two^ turbine s~c'onnec ted~in~"tan'dem—dr ive-,~
jthe._hy.drjo.g.en_.compr.e.s.s.or.., ario.ther provides power for aircraft
subsystems ,~and—the—four th~ydriyes 'fth'e~h'ea-t~pump—
The_.re.s.ul.ts...o.f._.f ig_ur.eJ_6_demonstr.at.e_the__t.e.chnicLal_fe.asiii_
_.aluminum_structure_o.f_an_unshieided_Mach_6_transp_or.t. _ Res.ults __ •
of ~a component~srzing~and~ma-ss analy s is~are"pr esented— in— the"j ~':
s e c.t i on __wh i ch . ..follows.. _ An_ias s e s s men t^ o.f _the_h ea t_p_ump_conc.eplt __
L i _ ' •
vers"us~~external shielding and the resultant impa'ct on aircraft ~(
performance^ is discussed_in_a_later_sec-tion.._ ___ I _ »
Heat Pump Sizing - "FolTowing^the pr'oce'dure'^of "reference^ 10~("see~"j
Appendix) , cycle characteristics o.f_the_heat__p.ump_were__de.terr- ___ J
__i I ___ __ __ _ __ _ | _ •
. mined, establishing "system ipressures and the refrigerant mass
flow .rate- required.. tO-_absorb__the evaporator_load. __ For__the _ L __ '
figure 6 heat pump whic"K"ope~f ates " " ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ "
pression .efficiency of^ 6.0.%-,'— a-ref rigerant mass— f low— ra.te_o.f_2|.8.5 . 5
kg/s (629.5 Ibm/sec) Is" required to~ ""absorb""~'tKe~ evaporaTtor^ load ' '~
of 4.0.5-MV (11,520 tons _of-cooling.)-.. - -The._S-ystem_operates_be=- _
tween an evaporator temperature of" 318K" [C573^R)~~and~a ^condenser
temperature of 358K ,'("645°R) , -with corresponding_press.ures._of. i
i I
0.19 MPa (27.5 psia) and 0.59 MP:a T85 psla) , respectively. ^
-Based on--the--above-operating conditions-,—heat-p.ump_compo=--
nents were sized a"hd" "mass^~and~volume" req^ Ti1relnents~were de"ter'-
mined and are presented in table 5. As-shown, -the'mass-and vol-
24
ume of the heat pump system is 10.46 Mg (23,050 Ibm) and 11.77 m3
(416 ft ), respectively.
TABLE 5
COMPONENT MASS AND VOLUME BREAKDOWN FOR
SELECTED HEAT PUMP SYSTEM*
Component 1
1 1. Evaporator (Dry) ,
2. Condenser (Dry) i
3. Freon Compressor I
! 4. Compressor Drive Turbine & Gear Box ;
j 5. Freon \
6. Lines & Controls (5% of 1-3)
Subtotal (Heat Pump)
7. Hydrogen Compressor & Drive
Turbines (2) j
Total Heat Pump System J
Massj
Mgj
2.90^
3.36 1
0.89
0.181
2.27 j
0.36)
9.96 1
i
' 0.50J
1 0.46 (
Ibm ;
6,400 j
7,400 I
\
1,950j
400!
5,000 |
800;
21,950!
\
I
1,100 I
23,050 \
Volume
m3|
3.57
5.86 f
1.27
0.11]
- \
0.54J
;n.35
0.42 !
11.77
ft3
126
207
45
4
-
19 \
401
15
416
*S«te Figure 6
System Impact - The mass of the fuel/coolant system for the heat
pump configured, bare aluminum aircraft (figure 6), and the
baseline shielded aircraft (figure 3) have been determined and
are compared in table 6. As shown, the bare aluminum aircraft
realizes a mass reduction due to elimination of the external
thermal protection system (TPS) and the savings in power genera-
tion propellant requirements. However, these mass savings are
overpowered, primarily due to the mass of the heat pump system
(10.46 Mg; 23,050 Ibm), such that aircraft mass (relative to the
baseline) is increased by 2.75 Mg (6050 Ibm). The resultant
impact on aircraft performance is discussed in a later section.
25
Mass Element
Shielding (External IPS)
Active Cooling System
Hydrogen Fuel Pump
Aircraft Poweri « QI
Generation System lz;
Heat Pump System
Total
Baseline
Aircraft
(Wig)
5.85
4.31
0.05
3.13;
-
13.34
(Ibm)
12,900
9,500
100
6,900
-
29,400
Bare Aluminum Aircraft
Actual
(Mg)
0
5.40
0.11
0.11
10.46!
16.08
(Ibm)
0
11,900
250
250
23,050
35,450
Delta"'
(Mg)
-5.85
1.09
0.07
-3.02
10.46!
2.75
(Ibm)
-1 2,900
2,400
150
-6,650
23,050 !
6,050
(1) Delta; change relative to baseline
(2) Baseline aircraft: Mass of APS propellant consumed during cruise
Bare aluminum aircraft: Mass of power turbine and gear box
Even though subsystem power requirements for the bare
aluminum aircraft are more than double those of the baseline
(see figures 3 and 6), the mass of its power generation system
is 3.02 Mg (6650 Ibm) lighter. As noted in table 6, this mass
savings is attributable to the method used in providing power
to drive aircraft subsystems during cruise. That is, the base-
line aircraft uses an auxiliary power system (APS) which con-
sumes 3.13 Mg (6900 Ibm) of propellant in satisfying subsystem
power requirements, whereas the bare aluminum aircraft ex-
tracts power from the hydrogen fuel system and is charged only
with the mass of the power turbine and gear box (0.11 Mg; 250
Ibm). Although the reference 1 aircraft was retained as the
baseline for the purpose of this study, it should be noted that
mass and performance characteristics of this aircraft would be
improved if re-configured with a hydrogen power turbine.
26
EFFECT OF IMPROVED AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
Earlier work (reference 3) has shown that as aerodynamic
efficiency (L/D) improves, the potential for active cooling of
the structure decreases. This is due to the fact that as L/D
increases the fuel heat sink available for cooling decreases at
a faster rate than the aerodynamic heat load. Furthermore, since
the baseline aircraft is a conceptual design, improvements in
aerodynamic efficiency may be expected. Analyses were therefore
performed to determine the effectiveness of the selected heat
pump concept for an aircraft with a 25% improvement in L/D over
the baseline aircraft.
Assuming that the 25% improvement in.L/D is due to equal
improvements in lift coefficient (CT) and drag coefficient (Cn),
it can be shown that for a fixed size aircraft of equal cruise
mass and specific impulse (I ), the drag and hence the fuel
flow rate, decreases by 20% whereas aerodynamic heat inputs de-
crease by only 8%. After adjusting the baseline fuel flow rate
and engine and airframe cooling requirements, the selected heat
pump concept was resized as summarized in figure 7. Note that
even though the fuel heat sink available for cooling (mjj_) has
been reduced 20%, the heat pump concept has adequate capacity to
cool the unshielded Mach 6 aircraft to aluminum temperatures.
Comparing figures 6 and 7, it can be observed that the major
effects of a 25% improvement in L/D are, (a) a 78% increase in
fuel pressure, (b) a 43% increase in fuel pump power require-
ments, (c) a 113K (204°R) increase in the maximum fuel tempera-
ture, and (d) the need for 5 rather than 4 power extraction
turbines (20% increase in the amount of power extracted). Al-
though increasing the L/D decreases .airframe cooling require-
ments 8%, it can be noted from figures 6 and 7 that the heat
pump evaporator load has increased by approximately 9%. This
paradox is due to the large decrease in fuel flow rate which
produces a corresponding decrease in the amount of heat that can
be transferred directly to the fuel system via the hydrogen/
27

glycol heat exchanger; the balance of the airfrarne heat load
must be transferred by the heat pump.
For the purpose of this study it was assumed that the mass
of the heat pump system would scale according to evaporator load.
Hence, the mass of the heat pump for the aerodynamically improved
aircraft was estimated to be 11.44 Mg (25,200 Ibm) , which is~i9%~
more than the previously presented heat pump mass for the air- :
craft with an L/D = 4.66 (see table 5). r~
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IMPACT ON AIRCRAFT-.P-EREORMANCE-AT -L/D_=_4..-6.6_AND_5-.-8 3 i '•
Aircraft empty "weigh't, pay load,"fuel requirement!^and range'
for two heat pump-c on-figured- bare aluminum-air.cra-ft-are-compar,ed-
_ _ _ , __ J i
to the shielded baseline in table 7. As "shown, the use of a heat;
pump in lieu -of-shielding—increases—aircraft-empty—weight—(.rel'a=-J
tive to the bas eTine) ~by lT7"%~~at ari~L7D of~4T6'6 and~by 2T3'% at '•
an L/D of 5.83 T-he-mas-s-increase ~a.t-an-L./D-=—5—83—would-be—r'e=i_.
dueed, felatiVe "to~a ~shi~eIded^baseline operating atT~the same j
 (
1-i-f t-to-d-rag ra-tio-,- as—the- present -compa-r-i-son- does—not-accoun-t
for the fact that additional shielding would be required at the
higher-L/-D- value-to-ma-tch- a-i-r-f-rame -cool-ing—requi-remen-ts—to—the
a'vailable" hydrogen (fuel) heat sink.
—Although- the -use-of—a—heat pump—(-at—L/-D-=—4-.-660—-in—1-i-eu-o-f-
.shielding increases the mass of the baseline aircraft, spinoff;
benefits -i-n—drag-and—speei-f-ie—impulse—(-see—table—8-)—o-f-fse-t—the
'-•• __ _ i I ;
.-mass gain such that a small 'net improvement in performance is |
rea-1-i-zed- (-see table—7-) . Note—that -these—performance—improvements
occuF" singularlyT That~rs, jwhen the baseline range and"~f ueTT'l'oad'
are held cons tan t>—the—pay-load-is increased—2-%——-Li-kew-i-se7—by-j
 f
fixing the^  two remaining parameters, a 0.3% reduction in fuel |
requirements- or—a -0—4-%—i-ne-r-ea-se in -range—can—be—aeh-i-eved-: I-n-|-
all cases aircraft take-off [weight (TOGW) increases by approxi- |
.. _ -t | , - . _|
mately i%. -, ! !
Performance improvements (relative to the baseline) for the
" , " " ! " " j
bare- al-uminum air era f t-w-i-th— an- L/D -of- 5-i-8-3- range— f-rom— an— 8%— fuel— !
savings to a 67% in^ creasje^  in pay load capability. Although these
.improvements are directly attributable— to— a— 2-5%— improvement— i-n- — -t
the baseline Tif t-to-jirag ratio, vthe results are of interest to
the- present study since such— improvements— in— aerodynamic— e-f-f-i— j— — '
ciency may be more readily achievedjwith a bare aluminum aircraft
than with a shielded aircraft. — j
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,. - ~
MASS Elements
•
!
 to\(Aircraft Empty Weight''''
Payload
i —
lAt Range = 9,200 km
(4,968 NM)
Fuel = 1 08.86 Mg
I (240,000 Ibm)
iTOGW<3)
I Fuel
i'At Range = 9,200 km
._. J4,968NM)
! Payload = 21. 77 Mg
(48,000 Ibm)
! !TOGW<3)
Range - km (NM)
i At Payload = 21.77 Mg
I (48,000 Ibm)
I Fuel = 108^86
! (240,000 Ibm)
TOGW<3>
{Mass in Mg (Ibm) i
!
Base line
Aircraft
i L/D - 4.66
f" 1I55.47"
1(364,800)
21 .77
j (48,000)
i
i
296.11
(652,800)
I 108.86
I (240,000)
i1
i 296.11
(652,800)
, 9,200
i (4,968)
1
i
i 296.11
| (652,800)
| Bare Aluminum Aircraft
| L/D = 4.66
| Actual <
168.21
(370,850|
! 22.27
i (49, 100)
!
\
|
299.37
(660,000)
"108.59
(239,400)
298.60
(658,300)
| "9,238
(4,988)
i 298.85
j (658,850)
i llDtotaB :
1JL7%
12%
1
1%
l-b.3%
fi%"-
iO.4%
i1%
JL/D = 5.83
] Actual
.. .
 )U»Mi^ ™m-™
"169.24
(373,100)
TaBAd*}
! (80,300)
314.52
(693,400)
| 100.20(5)
j (2:20,900)'
'<
j
291.21
(642,000)
10,645
i^(5,748)
299.87
(661,100)
Deltad) ]
jj.3%
i
1 67%
i J6%-
!-8%
I !~2%
r ^™ '
i M6%
: i1%
Notes: (1) Delta; change relative to baseline aircraft value
j(2) jAircraft weight excluding payload and fuel
;(3) (Aircraft take-off gross weight
I (4)' j Assumes a payload volume requirement
i -I equal to baseline
i (5) i Excludes effect of decrease in fuel
; ' volume requirements
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TABLE 8
Mach 6
q = 23.9 kPa (500 psf) atjL/D = 4.66
q = 21.5 kPa (450 psf) at L/D = 5.83
i Item
1 1. Drag ~ Cold Wall Effects (1.7% Increase
[ in Skin Friction)
12. Drag ~ Removal of External Shielding
j (ACD = -0.0002)
J3. ISP ~ Increase in Fuel Temperature
' 4. 25% Increase in CrujseJJL/D)
i Cruise Fuel Flow Rate
i Change in Cruise Fuel Flow Rates*
baseline Aircraft
i J-/P = 4.66
j(kg/s)
i
! 13.6
{(IbmAec)
-
-
30
j 1 Improvement*
(Bare Aluminum Aircraft
(LVDHlee
|{kg/s)
I
1 0-Q62
- 0.379
-
13.1
(Ibm/sec)
I 0.137
fi'oiJsl
I
J ""'**—
/P%
L/D = 5.83
!<k?/s]
-
-2.72
10.9
(Ibm/sec)
fi
i-6
! 24
(20%
'Relative to baseline
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CONCLUSIONS.
Conclusions drawn from the present '"study are as f oTlows :
1. With the aid -of -a. large capacity- heat-pump—it-is—tech- _
nically feasible to ~cool tcT~aruTtrrnuiC~temperatirfes~tire"
airframe structure of_ an unshielded_Mach_6_air.craft, j ____
using the hydrogen fuel as^the heart" sinKT '•
2. The use of a _hea.t_p.ump in -lieu, of .shielding __ (.external ____
j
TPS) results in a 1.7% increase" in~~aircra"f t
However , spinoff— benefits -in-drag— and-specif ic— impulse —
offse't "the~mass gaih~and a smaTl net~~improvement ~irf air-
craft-performance—is—realized.- - -
' i
Substa'ri'tiaT Tmprovement 3iif~L7D~"( 2 5%") carFBe readTly~
accommodated—with—the-heat-pump^-concept. (-Increasing
I | " I
L/D reduces the amount of fuel available for cooling)].
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RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that additional studies—be-performed— to'-r
1 . Determine, po.tential ^advantages _of __using_a_he.at_pump_on _
other aircraft (including "typey 'sizey ~Mach— numbery— and — '
2. Converge -system for one aircraft to —better— define— penal~-'
.ties./b.en.e.f.i.ts..._to_ aircraft .performance.. __________ J
3 . Determine optimum combination— of ~shre±ding/heat""pump-T "~
requirements—as—a—f.unction_of_Mach-number..-
_ _ . __ _ ! _ , ,_,_- ,--^  L,Assess impact of heat pump concept relative to descent/
abort- .req-uir.emen.ts.j : '
! | _ i _ _
"Determine minimum" mass heat pump system." Trade s'tudies
-should, include.,— (.a.)_COP i ver.s.us_evapor.a.tor_and_c.ondens.er_'
i ! i |
"mass, "(b) re"f'figerant~versirs evaporator a"nd~c"o"n'de"n'se"r i
,__ __ ._ _• j ^__ , . -^ ..,r-,.,...., ! p
-mass-,— (.c.)-_hy.drogen/g.ly. col, -heat_exchanger_ef fee ti.venes's
i ' •_ J
versus "heat pump"mass, and (d) tube-sheTl versus plate-"
fin- heat-transfer—devices ._
6. Determine "if \inused (23%) "hydrogen heat sink"'capacity|"
can be effectively--utilized. '-
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.APPENDIX.
-METHODOLOGY
Governing, relations_and_methb.ds. Ais.ed_-during__the_present-
study are discusse~d~in"the~~se~ctions'"wh"ich
As shown ifT various engineering 'textbooks, the change in
enthalpy for .a_.S-teady_-f.lowJ.pr.ocess_w.i.th__tr.i.vial_chan.ges_in
. i -
kinetic arid" poterTtTienr e^~ergies~ is equal""to
the useful work -(e.-g-. shaft—work) -done—by—the-system.—Hence-,--
when the ^rol;ess~is~"arso'^adiabatic5~the amount~o~f^power(useful
work- per -unit--time)—tha-t-ca!n-b'e ex-tr-ac-ted—from—the—flow—is—eq.ual
- to the fluid mass flow rate mf times the change in enthalpy |
, i " f ' • : T "
—(h2--h -,-)-,—as -shown—i-n—equation—1,
.W_=_m.f _(.
Turbines - Solving for the [change'in enthalpy for an adiabatic
• -expansion—of~a—per-fec-t— gas—w-i-th constant—speci-fic—hea-t—(-and
substituting in equation D| defines turbine power output (equa-
tion- -2-)—as—a—f-unc-t-ion—o-f—maS'S—,f low—r-a-te-,—gas—prope-r-t-ies-f —fl-u-id—
inlet temperature, and~ the (pressure ratio across the turbine.
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PR (Y-D/Y
Turbine power output calculati.ons performed during the present
.. - _ . .. .
 i
study were based— on-an— adi-aba-tic expansion— e-f fic-iency— n--of— 85%-.-'
C omp r e s s or s" - An_ ex~pres¥iori ana 1 o gous to equati"orr'2~"de~fines
,
compressor power- req-ui-r-emeri-ts— arid -i-s— presented— as— equa-fei on— 3-J-fe   -----
m-.
"c -
-) ' T n - - - . P R (Y-D/Y
Technically, as shown by-equation . 1r and 3, compresso-r—-power—-is—
negative because it is added to ^rather than extracted from the
f 1 ow pr oc e s s T—Duri-ng—this—s tudy , -howe ve-r^ — the-si-gn—e on-ven-ti-en'
was omitted and compressor I (also pump) power requirements are
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presented as positive-lvalues -in the body:. of_ the_r.e.por.t.. Hy.dr.b=_
gen and Freon cornpres~s6r" power requirements^ \vere compu~ted~based~
on an adiaba-tic compression efficiency~-n of—8 5-%-and—60-%-,-
(_*
respectively. • - - - - - - . - -
Pumps - For steady adiabatic flow of an incompressible—fluid—
(liquid) the general'expression for" power (eqHati6~rr~lT~takes ,th~e"
form of equation-4. . . . ._. ._ - ._.. —
(4) —•
'
Pump- power requi-r-ements were -computed-based- on -a-pump- <e-f-f-i-e-i-e'ney-'
o'f '85%.
The—mass- of—the—fuel—pump was—de-ter-m-i-ned—u-s-ing—the-J-2—
rocket's~liquid hydrogen fuel pump as a data base (J-2 pump
~~~ ~ ~~
•mass = 0.027 kg/kW; 0.045 lbm/HP). Methods used in computing'the
'mass .and volume of turbines and compressors is discussed in the
section that.follows.
'•TURBOMACHI-NERY: CHARACTERISTICS-
Turbines and compressors were sized (wheel diameter and
rotationa-1 speed-)—based-on-Lthe-s-i-m-i-l-a-r-i-ty—concept—d-i-sc-us-sed—i-n—'1
 i i
references 7 through_9_. Neglecting Mach and Reynolds number j
. ... .... I . ... .^
effects,- •si-m-i-lar-i-t-y eons-idera-tions—show- -tha-t- the -eha-rae-te-r-i-s-i ]
tics of turbpmachines can be completely described by the param-
ete-rs specific speed, N -f—and—spee-i-f-ic—diameter-,~--D—^—de-f-i-ned-'-i-n--'S < i S
equations 5 and 6, respectively j _ _ _ j ,
1/2 " ~. - ~- ;— ;—;-;•NQ
DHDH
where Q is the maximum volumetric flow and is there_fore__eval^_
- - - - ....... . ... _ . ^ . .
uated 'at the inlet for compressors—and- at the—exit- for-turbi-nesv'
That is, i ' . ;
Q = mf R T,/P, (for compressors) (7)
™f R Tl 1/YQ+ = -^5 (PR) (for turbines) (8)t PI
The adiabatic head (the isentropic enthalpy change of the pro-
cess, Ah 1, times the mechanical equivalent of heat, J) can be
expressed in terms of known conditions as presented in equations
9 and 10 for an adiabatic compression and expansion, respec-
tively.
(Y - (9)
All turbomachines were sized as axial flow designs using the
N - D diagrams of references 7 and 9. Multi-stage designs
s s
were selected when the overall pressure ratio was greater than
the maximum desired pressure ratio per stage as defined by
equation 11.
PR
max V
1 --
2
2g (VT/C0)2.Y'R
(ID
where,
V,., = wheel tip speed
1/2C = spouting velocity = (2g H )
o s t
To satisfy stress requirements, tip speeds were limited to 610
m/s (2000 ft/sec) . The number of stages was determined from
equation 12, where fractional parts were rounded to the next
higher number.
_ log PR
n
 -
max
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The mass of turbomachine assemblies was determined using
the "single wheel" correlation of reference 7, presented herein
as equation 13.
mass = C-j^  D (13)
where,
C-L = 0.028 kg/cm2 (0.4 lbm/in2)
D = wheel diameter in cm (in.)
The mass of multi-stage assemblies was obtained by multiplying
equation 13 by the number of stages.
Turbomachinery volume requirements were computed assuming
a cylindrical assembly with dimensions as follows:
diameter = wheel diameter plus 2.54 cm (1.0 in.)
length = L, + nL- + L3
where,
L, = allowance for bearings = 30.5 cm (12 in.)
L~ = allowance per stage = 11.4 cm (4.5 in.)
n = number of stages
L., = allowance for exhaust system = 7.6 cm (3 in.)
HEAT PUMP CHARACTERISTICS
Following the procedure of reference 10, cycle performance
of the heat pump was determined using a pressure - enthalpy plot
for the selected refrigerant as illustrated in figure 8. As
shown, the heat pump (vapor cycle refrigeration system) fluid
experiences an increase in enthalpy equal to (hy - h,! ) as
it absorbs heat at constant pressure in the evaporator. Between
state points l' and 2, the fluid absorbs heat via an isothermal
phase change from a liquid to a vapor. Between state points
2 and 2 , the vapor is superheated to ensure that no liquid
enters the compressor. Area 2 - 3 - 3 is the increase in
enthalpy and entropy resulting from the fact that the compres-
sion process (2 - 3 ) is nonisentropic and hence less than
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100% efficient. The efficiency of the compression process is
defined as follows:
nc =
v - v
h " - h ' (14)
As suggested in reference 10, cycle performance for Freon R-ll
refrigerant was determined based on a compression efficiency of
60%.
lse.ntr.QPJc I
(r?c = 100%) j
Saturated
Liquid
Saturated Vapor I
Enthalpy I
FIGURES j
HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE
Between 3 and 4 the refrigerant is cooled (3 -3),i
condensed to a liquid (3-4), and subcooled (4-4 ) as heat is re-ijected in the condenser. Subcooling from 4-4 is necessary to
ensure no flashing of liquid to vapor upstream of the expansion
(throttle) valve. As the fluid expands at constant enthalpyi i
through the throttle valve (4 - 1 ), a portion of the liquid
flashes to vapor and lowers the refrigerant temperature to the
evaporation temperature T and completes the cycle.
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•For a given evaporator load Q , the refrigerant mass flow
• • G
rate m is determined knowing the change in enthalpy Ah across
the evaporator, as illustrated in figure 8. That is
Q_
The coef f icient-of -performance (COP) , a f igure-of-merit
used in assessing the relative efficiency of refrigeration
cycles, is defined as the amount of refrigeration obtained per
unit of work done on the system. The amount of refrigeration
•
obtained is the evaporator load, m Ah , and the amount of work
• • i\ 6
done is m Ah . Solving for Ah from the compression effi-
ciency expression (equation 14) , the coef f icient-of-performance
can be expressed as follows:
i~i
(16)
where the expression in brackets is the coef ficient-of-perform-
ance of the cycle when the compression process is isentropic
(see figure 8) .
Refrigeration cycle state points for the Freon R-ll heat
pump arrangement of figure 6 are presented in table 9.
Evaporator and condenser characteristics were determined by
a computerized heat exchanger sizing program. Only tube - shell
designs, with the refrigerant on the outside of finned tubes,
were considered. Both aluminum and steel designs were assessed.
In all cases, an aluminum design proved to be lighter in weight
and was selected as the preferred concept.
The mass of Freon refrigerant in the system was determined
assuming that the "free volume" in the evaporator and condenser
was 25% liquid and 75% vapor.
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TABLE 9 1
FREON R-11 REFRIGERATION CYCLE
• COP =
• X
4 !
60% |
318 K(573°R)j
358 K(645°R)I
4'
Enthalpy I
State \
Point i
1'
2
2'
3"
3'
3
4
4'
Temperature
K
318
318
322
386
368
358 I
358
356
°R!
573
573
580
695
662
645
645
641
Pressure
MPa
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59 ,
P!'.
27.5
27.5
27.5
85.0
85.0
85.0
85.0 j
i 8ML.I
Enthalpy
J/g
107
244
249
284
270
263
109
107 >
Btu/lbm
46
105
107
122
116|
113
47
46
45!
GEAR BOXES
The mass and power loss attributable to gear boxes were
computed based on the results of previous in-house studies, as
follows :
mass = 0.0125 kg/fcw (0.0206 Ibm/HP)
power loss = 1% per gear mesh (18)
Gear box cooling requirements were assumed equal to the power
loss defined by equation 18.
ACTIVE COOLING SYSTEM
The mass of the active cooling system was determined using
the correlations of table 10. These correlations were derived
during a previous MCAIR study of active cooling systems. Al-
though derived specifically for a 60/40 mass solution of ethylene
glycol and water, the correlations are believed to be equally
applicable to other coolants.
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
Performance characteristics of the bare aluminum aircraft
were determined assuming a fixed aircraft size and adjusting
baseline performance values for changes in mass, drag, and speci-
fic impulse; neglecting the effects of changes in payload and
fuel volume requirements. Volume requirements of the heat pump
system were also neglected as it occupies less than 1/2% of the .
baseline fuselage volume. I
TABLE 10 i
EQUATIONS DEFINING THE MASS OF
ACTIVE COOLING SYSTEM ELEMENTS
Mass Element
(Y) Pumps (Dual/Wet)
(5) Heat Exchanger (Wet)
^S) Coolant in Lines
(T) Distribution Lines (Dry)
'T) Reservoir (Wet)
) APS Propellant
@ F = 0.34 g/kW-s (2 Ibm/hp-hr)
Equation ~ Mass/Area
Wi = G! (rhc) (APs)/pc
W2 = C2 qabs
W3 = C3 (mc)n1 (Mc)n2 (Pc)"3 Aps>
W4 = C4 (W3) (Ps)/pc
Ws = €5 2 Coolant Inventory
• Coolant in Lines ~W3
• Coolant in H/X ~ 0.4 W2
C'5 (pc)
• Coolant in Panel
E Coolant Inventory
= C6(mc)(APs)'(e)/pc
Variables
Symbol
Wj
rhc
ps
Aps
PC
Pabs
Mc
6
D
P
Definition
Mass Element
Coolant Mass Flow
System Pressure
Pressure Drop
Coolant Density
Absorbed Heat Flux
Coolant Viscosity
Time
Dee Tube I.D.
Tube Pitch
Units
SI
kg/m2
Q
kg/m -s
kPa
kPa
kg/m3
kW/rn2
Pa-s
hour
cm
cm
English
Ibm/ft2
Ibm/ft2sec
Ibf/in.2
Ibf/in.2
Ibm/ft3
BtU/ft2S8C
Ibm/ft sec
hour
inch
inch
Constants
Symbol
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C'5
C6
n1
n2
n3
"4
Value in:
SI
0.44
0.0105
2.49
0.116
0.06
0.00467
1.217
0.75
0.083
0.583
-0.417
English
0.19
0.0244
3.9
0.05
0.06
0.0389
0.524
0.75
0.083
0.583
-0.417
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